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Ordered Catenation and Regular Free 
Disjunctive Languages* 
H. J. SHYR 
Department ofMathematics, The University of Western Ontario, 
London, Ontario, Canada 
An operation, call it ordered catenation, on languages i  introduced. Some well- 
known context-free and context-sensitive languages are able to express as ordered 
catenation of regt~lar languages. The family of all disjunctive languages forms a 
semigroup under ordered catenation. We show that an ordered catenation of two 
languages is disjunctive if and only if one of them contains a disjunctive language. 
The disjunctive languages which contain no infinite regular language, call them 
regular free disjunctive languages, are also investigated. Moreover, some of the right 
ideals are shown to be a disjoint union of infinitely many regular free disjunctive 
prefix codes. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a finite alphabet and let X* be the free monoid generated by X. 
We call elements of X* words and subsets of X* languages. Let 
X + = X* - { 1 }, where 1 is the empty word. For any two languages A and B 
over X, the catenation of A and B is the set AB = {xy I x ~ A, y ~ B }. For 
any language A _ X* the relation defined on X* by x-  Y(PA) if and only if 
(uxv C A if and only if uyv C A for all u, v C X*) is an equivalence relation. 
We call A regular if PA is of finite index, and we call A disjunctive if Pa is 
the equality. A word x C X + is said to be primitive i f x  =f" , fE  X ÷, implies 
that n= 1. It is well known that every word xEX ÷ can be expressed 
uniquely as a power of a primitive word. Thus if we let Q be the set of all 
primitive words over X and QU) =_ {f i  I f E Q}, i/> 2, then X + = U ~_~ 1QU), 
where Q~1) = Q and QU) n QU') = 0, if i 4= j. Each QU), i/> 1 is a disjunctive 
language (see Shyr, 1977). 
We will now define the ordered catenation of two languages and then 
indicate that some of the known context-free and context-sensitive languages 
are ordered catenation of regular languages. Also for i >/2, Q") is an ordered 
catenation of copies of Q. First we consider some total orders on X*. On X* 
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we can define many different otal orders. We call a total order ~< defined on 
X* strict if for every u 4= v E X*, 
u < v if lg(u) < lg(v), 
where lg(x) means the length of the word x ~ X*. 
A particular strict total order ~< defined on X* as follows will be called 
the standard (total) order: For any u, v E X*, u < v if lg(u) < lg(v) and < is 
the lexicographic order on X" for all n >/1. Thus, for example, if X= {a, b} 
and n = 2, then 
a 2 < ab < ba < b 2. 
Since the standard order ~< is compatible, i.e., 
u ~< v implies ux <~ vx and yu <~ yv for all x, y E X*, 
(X*, ~<) is a totally ordered monoid. 
Now if (X*, ~<) is a totally ordered set with some total order ~< defined on 
X*, then for any non-empty subset, A _ X*, the order induced on A is also a 
total order on A. We generally denote this by (A, ~<). Thus, every language 
over X is a totally ordered set for some order. For any two infinite language 
A, B_cX* ,  let us consider (A,~<I) and (B, ~<2) as two total ordered sets, 
where ~<1 and ~<2 may be different. Thus 
A = {al <1a2 <1a3 <1 "" < la ,  <1 ""} 
and 
B = {b I <2b2 <2b3 <2 "'" <2bn "<2 "''}" 
We define the ordered catenation of A and B to be the set 
AAB= {aibi]ai~A, b iEB  }. 
We will extend the notion of ordered catenation to finite languages in a 
natural way. To do this if A is a finie language say 
A = {al, a2, a3,..., an}, 
for some n ~> 1, then we consider A as 
A = {a,,a2 ..... a , ,  1, 1 .... } 
and A A B means the same as ordered catenation for infinite languages. The 
ordered catenation so defined is obviously associative. 
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We note that the well-known context-free language 
{a"b"ln)  1} 
is the ordered catenation, A A B, where A = a +, B = b + and the total order is 
the standard order. Here both A and B are regular languages. The context- 
sensitive language 
{a"b"e" I n ) 1 } 
is the ordered catenation A A B A C with C = c +. If we consider (X*, ~<), 
where ~ is the standard total order, th,en 
X* A X* = {x 21 x ~ X* } 
is also a context-sensitive language. 
Let X +- -{x  l<x  2<- . .  < . . .<} and let ~g+={21<12z<1. . .  <1""  
where Y~ is the mirror image of x~, i = 1, 2 ..... Then 
X+ AY  + = Iw~lw~X +} 
is context-flee which is also a disjunctive language. 
It has been defined that for any language D ___ X*, and i >~ 2, 
D (i) = {xi[x E D}. 
Again, if we consider for the standard order for D, then in fact 
i 
D(°=DADA . . .AD.  
In particular, for i >~ 2, 
i 
Q")= Q3QA. . .AQ.  
In Section 2, we will characterize the ordered catenation of two languages 
to be disjunctive, and we will show that the family of all disjunctive 
languages over X forms a semigroup under the ordered catenation. In 
Section 3 we will study languages with the property that every regular subset 
contained in it is finite. Such a language will be called a regular free 
language. Some context-free languages along with Qti), i ~ 2, are regular 
free. In the last section, we show that some of the right ideals in X* are 
disjoint union of infinitely many regular free disjunctive prefix codes. 
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2. ORDERED CATENATION AND DISJUNCTIVE LANGUAGES 
In proving the following Theorem, we need two known results due to Reis 
and Shyr (see Shyr, 1979). 
LEMMA 1. Let A c X*. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) A is a disjunctive language. 
(2) I f  u and v are words of the same length and u =- v(PA), then u = v. 
LEMMA 2. (1) Let A c_ X*. Then A contains a disjunctive language if  
and only if  A (~ X*wX* 4 :0 for  all w E X*. 
(2) For any A c X*, either A or A c =X* -A  contains a disjunctive 
language. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B ~ X*, where both (,4, <,0, (B, <~z) are infinite 
strictly ordered sets. Then A A B is disjunctive i f  and only if  A or B contains 
a disjunctive language. 
Proof (¢:) Let A={al< laz<~a3<l . . .<~. . .  }, B={b1<zb2<2 ... 
<~ ...}. Let u 4: v E X* such that lg(u)= lg(v). Since, say, A contains a 
disjunctive language, by Lemma 1, there exists x, y E X* such that 
xuy E A. 
Let xuy=a i~A and let r=b i EB .  Then xuyrEAAB.  We claim that 
xvyr q~ A A B. 
Indeed, if xvyr= (xvyr')r", such that r= r'r", r" ~B,  r', r" E X +, then 
lg(xuy) <lg(xvyr') and clearly xvyrq~AAB.  If, on the other hand, 
xvyr = (wl)(w2 r) such that xvy = Wl w2, wl, wz E X +, wz r E B, then 
lg(wl) < lg(xuy), 
again xvyr q~ A A B. Thus, by Lemma 1, A A B is disjunctive. 
Similarly we can show that if B contains a disjunctive language then 
A LJ B is disjunctive. 
(~) Suppose neither A nor B contains a disjunctive language. Then, by 
Lemma 2, there are two words u, v C X + such that 
X*uX* (-1A = O and X*vX* ~ B = 0. 
This then implies that 
X*uvX* ~ (,4 A B) = 0, 
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which contradicts that A A B is a disjunctive language. Therefore, A A B 
disjunctive implies that either A or B (or both) contains disjunctive 
languages. II 
COROLLARY 4. Let A, B E X*, where both (A, ~<1), (B, ~<2) are infinite 
strictly ordered sets. Then A A B is disjunctive if and only if B A A is 
disjunctive. | 
Since X* contains disjunctive languages we have 
COROLLARY 5. The languages {w~lw~X*  } and {wi lw~X*},  i>~2 
are disjunctive languages. | 
The following result obtained by Reis and Shyr is now clear. 
COROLLARY 6. For a disjunctive language D and for i >~ 2, D" )= 
{xi lx ~ D} is a disjunctive language. | 
COROLLARY 7. Let S be any infinite language over X. Let (S, ~<), 
(S C, ~) be ordered set with some strict order, where SO= X* -S  and S ~ is 
infinite. Then S A S c is a disjunctive language. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, either S or S c contains a disjunctive language. 
Thus, by Theorem 3, S A S c is a disjunctive language. II 
We remark here that if A is a disjunctive language, then for any non- 
empty language, B ~_X*, (finite or infinite) A AB is disjunctive. This is 
because of the fact that for a disjunctive language D, D-  F (and hence 
D U F) is disjunctive for all finite language F. 
Let M be the monoid of languages over X, that is, 
M- -{A IA_X  + orA={1}}.  
Let M I = {A C M IA is infinite}. For any A @ MI, we consider (A, ~) an 
ordered set with standard total order. M~ under ordered catenation is a 
semigroup. Now for any A, B E M~ and B contains a disjunctive language, 
then A A B and B A A are disjunctive languages. Hence, the set of all 
disjunctive languages ~ over X is an ideal of M~. In particular, we have: 
THEOREM 8. The class of all disjunctive languages U~ over X forms a 
semigroup under an ordered catenation. 
A language A c X* is said to be a prefix code if A N AX + = ~. Now let 
A, B ___ X + be any two infinite languages. We note that for any two words 
alb~, a2b2 E A A B, a 1 4= a 2 if and only if bl 4: b2. 
The following lemma is immediate. 
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LEMMA 9. Let A be an infinite prefix code. Then for any infinite 
language, B _~X +, the ordered catenation of (A, 41) and (B, 42) is a prefix 
code, where 41 and 42 are any strictly total order. | 
COROLLARY |0. The family of all infinite prefix code is closed under 
ordered catenation. | 
For any language L _c X*, let 
½(L) = {x[xy E L and lg(x) = lg(y) for some y ~ X ÷ }. 
It is known that for any regular language L, I(L) is regular (see Hopcroft 
and Ullman 1979, p. 73). 
THEOREM 11. Let (A, 4)  be an infinite language with strictly total order 
4 over X. l fA  A A is regular, then A is regular. 
Proof Since (.4 A A) = A and A A A is regular, by the above remark we 
have A a regular language. II 
The converse of the above theorem is not true as we can see from the 
following fact: The language 
X* AX* = {x2[x~X*} 
is context-sensitive. 
3. REGULAR FREE LANGUAGES 
Following Shyr and Thierrin (1979) we call a language A locally regular 
(finite) if A A xu+y is regular (finite) for all x, u,y E X*. Noncounting 
languages and context-free languages are examples of locally regular 
languages. A slightly weaker condition than locally finite is the following. A 
language A is said to be regular free if every regular language contained in A 
is finite. It has been shown (Shyr and Thierrin, 1979) that every locally finite 
language is regular free. Hence, the class of all regular free languages over X 
contains the class of all locally finite languages over X. In general, regular 
free languages may not be locally regular. For this example see Shyr and 
Thierrin (1979). 
There are many types of context-free languages which are regular free. Let 
us construct some of them by the tool of ordered catenations of two 
languages. 
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Consider a context-free grammar G = (V N, V r, P, Z), where 
VN= {Z,X, g}; Vr= {a, b} and P= {Z~XZY,  Z~ 1, X-~ f, Y--, g}, fand  
g are two different primitive words over V r. 
It is easy to see that L =L(G)= {f"gn ln )1} ,  and, hence, L is a 
context-free language. By considering a strictly total order ~, L is an ordered 
catenation of ( f+,  ~<) and (g+, ~<), i.e., 
L = f+ A g+. 
We now show that L is regular free by proving that every infinite subset of L 
is not regular. Let D = {figi I i C I} be an infinite language such that D g L. 
We show that for i, j E L i 4= j, 
f i  ~ £J(Po). 
But this is clear for f :g: E D, j E L while f ig:  q~ D. Thus D is not regular. 
In particular, the well-known context-free language L = {anb"ln>/ 1} 
where a, b ~ X, is regular free. 
THEOREM 12. I f  (A, ~) is an infinite regular free language over X, then 
A A A is regular free. 
Proof Suppose A A A is not regular free. Let R be an infinite regular 
language such that R ~A A A. Then the language B = ½(R) = {xlxy E R and 
lg(x) = lg(y) for some y} ~A is regular and B is infinite, which contradicts 
that A is regular free. I 
THEOREM 13. Let (A,<~), (B,<~) be two strictly ordered infinite 
languages. I f  A is a prefix code, then A A B is a regular free language. 
Proof. We show that every infinite subset D of A A B is not regular. Let 
D = {albl,azb 2.... }. We claim that ai~a:(PD) for all i < j .  Since ajb:CD, 
it suffices to show that aib:q~D. As i< j, if aib:EA A B, then aibj= 
(aib')(b") with b:= b'b", b', b" E X + and aib' CA,  b" E B. But this then 
contradicts the fact that A is a prefix code. Hence, aib: q~ D and a i ~ a:(PD) 
holds for all i ~ j. l 
THEOREM 14. Let A and B be two infinite languages over X. I f  AB is 
regular free, then both A and B are regular free. 
Proof. Suppose AB is regular free. Let D ~_ A be a regular language. 
Then for y E B, Dy ~_ AB and Dy is regular. Since AB is regular free, D must 
be finite. This shows that A is regular free. We can show that B is regular 
free in the same manner. I 
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The converse of the above theorem is not true. To show this, let X= {a} 
and let A = {aS~")ln >~ 1} where f :  N~N defined by 
f (1)  = I; 
and 
f(n) =f(n - 1) + n if n 4= 1. 
It has been shown that A is a disjunctive language (See Shyr, 1977, 1979). 
Hence _~ = a* -- A is also a disjunctive language. We claim that A is regular 
free. Indeed, if R is an infinite regular language contained in A, then 
aia + aJ c R c .~ 
for some i,j. But this is not possible. Now ~. .4  = a +, which is not a regular 
free language. 
If IXI ~> 2, then the set Q of all primitive words over X is a disjunctive 
language. Q is not regular free, for a+b c_ Q, where a 4: b EX. Thus QA and 
A Q are not regular free languages for any non-empty language A. In the rest 
of this section we will show that for i/>2, each Q") is a regular free 
disjunctive language. 
We need the useful Lemma which is due to Thierrin and Shyr (1979). 
LEMMA 15. Let IX[/> 2. Then for any u, v E X +, uv ~ Q~i) if and only if 
vu C Q(i), i >/1 (Q~I) = Q). 
We also need the fact that for any primitive wordsf  4: g, fngm is primitive 
for all n, m/> 2. 
THEOREM 16. Let IX[ >~ 2 and let Q be the set of all primitive words 
over X. Then for every n>~ 2, the language U~=2 Q~i) is a locally finite 
language. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that U~=2 Q(i) is not locally finite. Then 
there exist x, y C X*, u C X + such that the set 
xu+y n Q(i) 
is infinite. Thus there are infinitely many r ~> 1 such that 
xury e U Q"~. 
i -2  
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By Lemma 15, this is equivalent to that there are infinitely many r >/1 such 
that 
uryx E 0 Q~i). 
i=2 
Now let u=g; , j> /1 ,  gCQ.  Suppose umyx=-fi, f~Q,  2~i~n and m 
is sufficiently big. Then lg(u) < lg(f)  and so l4 :  g. Thus, ukumyx =ukfiC Q 
for all k/> 2. This then implies that 
ury x ~ 0 Q~i) 
i=2 
for all r >~ m + 2, a contradiction. Therefore, U ~ Q~i) is locally finite. | i=2 
In particular, Q(~), i )2 ,  is locally finite. Since every locally finite 
language is regular free, we have for n )2 ,  Q~;) is regular free. The 
complement of Q(2) contains Q, which is not regular free and hence, in 
general, the complement of regular free languages is not regular free. Since 
every subset of a regular free language is regular free, and, hence, the non- 
empty intersection of regular free languages is again regular free. 
If X= {a}, then A c_X + is regular if and only if A is not a disjunctive 
language. It is known that every disjunctive language over one letter alphabet 
is regular free (Shyr and Thierrin, 1979). Thus, for a disjunctive language, 
A _ a*, both A and X* - A are regular free, while 
A U (Y* -A )  =X*  
is not. Therefore, in general, the union of two regular free languages is not 
regular free. 
THEOREM 17. Let IXI >/2. Then the language Q(i)QU) is regular free for 
all i, j >/ 2. 
Proof Suppose Q~i)Q~;) is not regular free. Let R be an infinite regular 
language such that R ~ Q~i)QC]). Let xu+y~R ~ Q~i)QU) for some x, 
y E X*, u C X +. Then for some Wl, w z C X*, one of the following two sets 
must be infinite: 
WlU+ynQ d), xu+w2nQ (i). 
By Theorem 16, this is not possible. II 
643/46/3-6 
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The regular free languages Q~i)Qtj), i, j~> 2, we have just shown, are in 
fact disjunctive languages. Hence, these are regular free disjunctive 
languages. If (.4, ~<) is a regular free language, which contains a disjunctive 
language, and ~< is a strict total order, then the ordered catenation A A A is a 
regular free disjunctive language. The context-sensitive language 
{x 2 [ x E X* } is one of the example. 
Finally, let X= {a,b} and let A =a+b, B=ba +. Consider the two 
ordered sets, (A, ~<) and (B, ~<), with any strict total order ~<. Then A A B = 
{a"b2a"[n>/1} and BAA =b(a2)+b. Here BAA is a regular language 
while A A B is a regular free. This then serves as an example that B A A 
regular may not imply A zi B regular and A A B regular free may not imply 
B A A regular free. 
4. DECOMPOSITION OF SOME RIGHT IDEALS INTO 
DISJOINT UNION OF INFINITELY MANY REGULAR 
FREE DISJUNCTIVE PREFIX CODES 
LEMMA 18. Let A be a prefix code and let B be any language. I f  aib j, 
akbh @AB, ai, ak CA, b~, bh EB, such that aibi=akb h, then ai=a k and 
bj=bh. 
Proof Immediate. I 
It is known that every right ideal I of X* can be expressed as 
I = PX*, 
where P is prefix code. The prefix code P will be called the prefix root of the 
right ideal L We note that P can be infinite. For example, I=  (b+a)X * is a 
right ideal of X*, where X= {a,b}, the prefix root is the prefix code 
P= b+a. For a right ideal of this kind, we will say that I is a right ideal with 
infinite prefix root. The language X + is a right ideal of X* and X + = XX*. 
The prefix root of this right ideal is X which is finite. 
The catenation of two infinite languages A and B can be decomposed into 
a union of ordered catenation of subsets of A and B. We do this by 
considering the standard over ~<. 
Let A={a 1<a2<. . .  <. . .}  and let B={b l<b 2<. . .<. . .} .  The 
catenation of A and B is the set 
AB= {a~bjla~A, b j~B I, 
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We can express the set AB as 
alb L a2b I a3b I .... 
a i b2 " " '~ , . . . .~  a 2 b 2 " '"~,. . . . .~ a3b2 . . . .  
alb 3 a2b 3 a3b 3 . . . .  
If we let, for i>~l , j>/1 ,  
Ai={a i<a i+ l<a i+2<. . .} :  B j={b j<b j+ l<b j+z<. . .  } 
then 
AiA Bj = {aib j < ai+lbj+ l < ai+2bj+ 2...}. 
Thus, by considering the set diagonal arrays, we have 
t>~l'~ j )2  
In general, the union in the above expression is not a disjoint union. But if 
A is a prefix code, then we have the following: 
THEOREM 19. Let (A, ~<) and (B, ~<) be infinite ordered sets with the 
standard order. I rA is a prefix doe, then AB is a disjoint union of infinitely 
many prefix codes. 
Proof As contructed in the above, we have 
Here, for each i, A i ~_A, and, hence, each A i i s a prefix code. By Lemma 18, 
(A i A B j) A (A ~ A Bh) = 0, unless i = k, and j = h. Moreover, since each A i is 
a prefix code, by Lemma 9, each component AiA Bj is a prefix code. 
By a regular free disjunctive prefix code we mean a prefix code A which is 
regular free and also a disjunctive language. 
THEOREM 20. Let I be a right ideal such that I = PX*, where P is the 
prefix root of I. I f  P is infinite, then I is a disjoint union of infinitely many 
regular free disjunctive prefix codes. 
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Proof. Again we consider the standard order. By the above theorem, 
i/>l L j~2 
Here, each Pi _c p for all i ~> 1 and hence each Pi is a prefix code. Moreover, 
it is easy to see that for every j >/1, (X*): contains a disjunctive language. 
Hence, PiA(X*)j is a disjunctive prefix code, which is also, (by 
Theorem 13), a regular free language. It is clear that the union is a disjoint 
union. II 
Another decomposition of a right ideal I = PX*, where the prefix root of I 
is infinite, is the following: 
Let IXI/> 2 and let Q be the set of all primitive words over X. Let Q~I) = 
Qu {1} and Q")= { l i l l e  Q}, i>~2. Then 
X,_~ ~_) Q(i). 
i=1 
Each Q") is a disjunctive language and Q")~ QU)= 0 if i--/=j. From 
I = PX*, we have 
I=P  QU) = -,~(i) /--  , 
i i=1 
where PQ") ~ pQu) = O if i ~ j. 
For each n/> 1, we now decompose PQ~") into disjoint union of regular 
free disjunctive prefix codes as follows: 
First, we order both P and Q~"), n fixed, by the standard order, 
P= {Pl < P2 < ""}; Q(") = {ql < q2 < ""}. 
Then pQtn) is the set 
Plql P2ql P3ql . . . .  
Plq2 P2q2 P3q2 
P lq3~ P2q3 P3q3 .... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Similar to the construction before, we let the sets formed by the diagonal 
arrays as 
pi A Qjn)__. {Piqj < Pi+lqs+l < ""}" 
Since PimP is a prefix code, Q) '°=Q°' ) -{q l<q2<. . .<qj_ l}  is a 
disjunctive language. Therefore, for i>/1, j >~ 1, Pt A Q)") is a regular free 
disjunctive prefix code. Thus 
where the union is a disjoint union. If we let n run from one to infinite then, 
I=PX* = ~) PQ(") 
n=l 
= Pi A Q~"' u P1 A Q),o . II 
n=l i j=2 
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